Natural language generation (NLG) applications must occasionally deliver rhetorically coherent output under length constraints. For example, certain types of documents must fit on a single webpage, on a cell phone screen, or into a fixed number of printed pages. To date, applications have achieved this goal by structuring their content as a rhetorical tree and using a greedy algorithm to pick the discourse elements to include in the final document. Greedy algorithms are known to pick sub-optimal solutions. This paper presents an alternate approach based on dynamic programming.
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Document Length Constraints
A number of language engineering applications have addressed the issue of generating coherent documents under length constraints, including NLG applications, e.g., SciFly (Paris, et al, 2008) , STOP (Reiter, 2000) , ILEX (O'Donnell, 1997) , and summarization applications, e.g., Daniel Marcu (1999) . These applications all address the issue by representing the content to be delivered as a rhetorical tree and using some formulation of a greedy algorithm that satisfies the length constraints by either selecting the most important elements of the tree or pruning the least important elements.
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As an example, consider the two sample outputs shown in Figure 1 . Both outputs were produced by a prototype that delivers information about a computer science department to prospective students via email; cf. (Paris, et al, 2008) . The output is composed of coarse-grained elements (e.g., images, phrases and paragraphs) and is formatted in post-card size using HTML and includes hyperlinks to related pages on the main department website. The goal is to get the prospective student to visit the main website. The key difference between the two examples is their length. The one on the left, which is shorter, was generated using a greedy algorithm. The one on the right, which uses the space more fully, was generated using a dynamic programming algorithm. The greedy algorithm included the "FAQ" section because it fit at the time; the dynamic algorithm realized that waiting to include the "News" and the "Alumni" sections would be a more effective use of the space. This paper discusses the mechanisms used to generate these two examples. It starts with a discussion of the rhetorical tree used as input for both sample outputs, and then details the algorithms used to satisfy the length constraint. The length constraint problem is viewed as a precedenceconstrained 0-1 knapsack problem, and the algorithm is formulated using dynamic programming.
Rhetorical Structure Trees
Researchers have long viewed rhetorical trees as a means of structuring textual output and of distinguishing those elements that should be expressed (often called nuclei) from those that could be omitted (often called satellites) (Spark-Jones, 1993) , and there is psycholinguistic evidence that this view is valid (Marcu, 1999) . This paper will build its trees using Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST), the most common of the theories deployed for rhetorical structuring (Mann & Thompson, 1988) . Figure 2 shows the annotated RST tree used as the basis for generating both of the sample outputs shown in Figure 1 . The highest level of the tree shows a template that affixes the header image as a preparation satellite and the footer as a background satellite. The next level down shows the structure of the content of the email. Each node is associated with a block of text or an image in the output. The initial line (i.e., "Ima Sample…") is represented as a satellite setting the context for the main content in the nucleus (i.e., "Thanks for your interest…"). There then follows a set of six elaboration satellites, each with internal structures of its own (i.e., an image/caption pair, which is not realized in either sample output because of its cost, and a set of five topic/hyperlink pairs).
Each expressible node in the figure has an estimated length, denoted as a cost c measured in pixels, and an estimated importance, denoted as a benefit b. The cost of an expressible node is estimated based on the size of the text/image and specified format. Generally, the leaves are the expressible nodes, but in the case where multiple leaves should be expressed together, the RST tree places a combined cost value in the parent node (e.g., the header and footer should be expressed together or not at all, so their parent node shows their combined cost of 100 pixels).
The benefit setting, denoted b(n,D), for a node n in a discourse tree D is formulated as follows:
Here, P(n) denotes the parent of node n and W(r) denotes the weight of the satellite's rhetorical relation (e.g., in this paper, more important relations like context have weight 0.5 and less important relations like preparation, elaboration, background have weight 0.4). This formulation gives higher benefit values to nuclei. No penalty is placed on nodes lower in the tree. This formulation is implemented as a recursive decent algorithm whose values for the samples can be seen in Figure 2 .
The tree is produced by a Moore and Parisstyled text planner (Moore & Paris, 1993) . Selecting the appropriate content from a content management system, structuring it appropriately and estimating the cost/benefit of each node are interesting problems, but are not the focus of this paper.
In preparation for the length constraint algorithm, the system creates a queue of expressible nodes, each with its cost and benefit values. Nuclei are queued before satellites. 
A Length Constraint Algorithm
This paper views the length constraint problem as a precedence-constrained 0-1 knapsack problem (Samphaiboon & Yamada, 2000) ; the output images/paragraphs are viewed as items for the knapsack, their length in pixels is viewed as their cost, and their rhetorical importance is viewed as their benefit. The prohibition against expressing a satellite without also expressing its governing nuclei is viewed as a precedence constraint on the items.
A common formulation for this problem is to define the solution in terms of the maximum benefit for a subset of the first k nodes given a maximum cost c as follows:
Here, and are the benefit and cost of node k respectively, and is defined by b(n, D) above. If the node k will fit within the maximum cost constraint c, then B(k, c) is defined as the maximum of either the: previous solution for the first k-1 nodes not including node k; or previous solution with space for node k. A dynamic programming algorithm that implements this formulation can be specified as follows:
A positive integer maximum cost limit C A queue Q of N nodes with positive integer cost (c i ) and real benefit (b i ) settings A tree T specifying rhetorical relationships Output:
A 2-D array B[n+1, c+1] specifying the values for B(k,c) as defined above (not unexpressedNucleus(B,c,k,T) and
The format(C, Q, T) algorithm declares a 2-D array of maximum benefit values and sets the first row to 0s. For each expressible node k in Q (rows 1 through N), it copies the previous row of benefit values and then, for each cost value above the cost of the current node (columns c k through C), it either keeps the previous benefit value without node k or inserts the benefit that includes node k. Given the array of maximal benefit values output by format(C, Q, T), the following algorithm will compute set of nodes corresponding to a given benefit value: The set of nodes with total cost c and total benefit B(k, c).
The use of unexpressedNucleus (B,c,k,T) in the format(C, Q, T) if-condition is an extension of the standard algorithm for the 0-1 knapsack problem that addresses rhetorical precedence constraints. In RST-based NLG, satellites are not expressed without their nuclei. For example, we would not want to include the context expression (i.e., "Ima Sample…") without also including its nucleus (i.e., "Thanks for…"). Note that these "governing" nuclei are not always at the same level in the tree (e.g., the header image satellite is dependent upon the "Thanks for…" nucleus one level down).
The unexpressedNucleus (B,c,k,T) condition implements this constraint by requiring that before including any node n, where G(n,T) is the set of governing nuclei for n in tree T and is formulated as follows:
Here, G + () looks up the tree, G -() looks down the tree, P(n) is n's parent node, and NC(n) is the set of n's nucleus children. G() includes only expressible nodes. G() can be implemented by a set of three mutually recursive functions and can be memoized to improve efficiency.
The greedy algorithm used for the output in Figure 1 uses the same input and a precedence queue of expressible nodes ordered by decreasing benefit.
Analysis and Conclusions
The dynamic programming algorithm will always perform at least as well as the greedy algorithm, and sometimes better. For example, given a total cost maximum of 325, the greedy algorithm's output in Figure 1 has total cost/benefit: 297/3.7, while the dynamic algorithm's output has 316/4.1.
Dynamic programming algorithms are notoriously expensive in terms of space and time requirements. They are pseudo-polynomial time, O(NC), but if N and C are "small" they can work in practice. Typical document formatting problems with dozens of expressible nodes and hundreds of pixels of length are tractable.
Further work on this project will follow a number of directions, including: (1) doing a more complete quantitative analysis of the algorithm; (2) figuring out a more principled way to assign benefit values; (3) generalizing the problem to two dimensions and multiple pages; (4) drawing the content from a content management system.
